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Summary of ABC Area Public Input
Meeting Notes, 2008-2009
Meetings Held at North 40 Fire Station

November 13, 2008 AABC Meeting

Visioning Exercise for the Aspen Airport Business Center
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better sidewalks
More village like, better look with cobblestone
Protect and create green space
Safe connection for kids to bike path
Commercial vitality, local serving businesses
Sustainable residential, business, commercial economy
Take lead on creating environmentally sustainable practices
Efficient shuttle to surrounding areas
Do not want to become overloaded with spillover from Aspen
People who live here can work here
Car free community
Maintain connections with surrounding communities
People who live here can work here and shop here
Wider streets and sidewalks
Recreational facilities
Separate road access for business and residents
Integrating uses
As many cars below grade as possible
Maintain three story height restriction for buildings
Mix of free market and deed restricted housing
Develop master plan that is flexible
Stay affordable for business so community will be a good place for startups

Parking (within AABC)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incentivize the development of underground parking
Need to be mindful of construction workers with parking solutions
Centralized employee parking
Creating more parking will only bring in more cars
By developing more parking the AABC will be more important to Aspen
Parking is past capacity on 400 Road
Only allow parking for residents and businesses
1
Sticker system
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•
•
•
•

CDOT should be involved with creating underground parking• New developments should
included parking
People use AABC for free airport parking
Enforce parking regulations
Tear down RFTA and use for parking

Parking (surrounding areas)
•

Overflow parking in intercept lot with shuttle

Circulation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extend 400 rd to bus barn and animal shelter
Bring over European transportation planner
Trail to Burlingame
Enforce signage
Double left out to 82
Secondary roadway in order to decentralize primary roadway
No more traffic lights on 82
Problem is only during rush hour
Rush hour lasts all day
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Notes from December 4, 2008 North 40
AABC/Airport/Buttermilk Community Meeting
Presentations regarding current needs and plans for the immediate future were made by
representatives from the Airport, Aspen Skiing Co., RFTA, Inn at Aspen and the Animal Shelter.
The intent was to put planning for the AABC in the broader context of needs and plans for the
immediately surrounding area; and to start to define how the area and issues are (or should be)
interconnected.
Brief Summary:
Aspen Skiing Company – David Corbin
Possible improvements anticipated:
• Replacement/enhancement of public parking
• Improvements to Powder Panda Ski School
• Improvements to operations, including vehicle maintenance, skier services
• Accommodation of ski rental needs?
• Some possible supplemental development
Hope to see the following issues addressed in the Plan:
• Integrated transportation solutions for the whole area
• More affordable workforce housing
Inn at Aspen – Stan Clausen
Possible improvements anticipated:
• Replacement of existing “Inn” with improved, larger condominiums units, hotel
rooms, conference and spa facilities;
• Some affordable housing on-site, and some off-site, possibly in the Business
Center
Hope to see the following issues addressed in the Plan:
• Integrated transportation solution with a component at Base of Buttermilk, with
parking garage, special event and skier buses, park-and-ride; facilitating a car-free
guest
• Recognition of the Inn at Aspen & Buttermilk Base as the Gateway to Aspen;
the first resort amenity you see as you come into Aspen
• Affordable Housing
Airport – Tim Malloy
Possible improvements anticipated:
• Runway extension
• Improvements to Traffic Control Tower
• Terminal and parking redevelopment
• Transportation Facilities – facilitating mass transit and parking? Hope
to see the following issues addressed in the Plan:
• Transit and trails solutions that serve regional needs and provide greater
connectivity; reducing reliance upon and impacts from the car
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• Measures to improve quality of life for residents of the area, including a
comprehensive approach for addressing both highway and airport noise;
Potential opportunities for trails & active recreation and other amenities;
• Move towards a self-sustaining community; providing a broader range of goods &
services for residents, creating a more fitting entry to the Aspen area; weaving
together the residential, business, recreation and community facility uses to benefit
everyone in area while continuing to serve the broader region. (Some needs possibly
accomplished on Airport parcel)
Animal Shelter – Seth Sachson
Hope to see the following issues addressed in the Plan:
• Sage Way Rd. extended to Animal Shelter
• Dogwalker trail through North 40 improved to access the Roaring Fork River
• Vacant land at the snow dump turned into a dog park
• Better signage at the ABC
• Entrance to AABC more user friendly
• Emphasis placed on the AABC asset of access to river and rio grande trail
Pitkin County/Public Works –Brian Pettit
Possible improvements anticipated:
• County offices, facilities (possibly in AABC/public works vicinity;)
• Affordable Housing
Hope to see the following issues addressed in the Plan:
• Better Access to the Rio Grande Trail
• Better access to Highway 82
• Re-alignment of intersections to address stacking and safety concerns
• Mass transit solutions (possibly looking at Airport as a transit hub?)
• Parking
• Pedestrian facilities
• Consideration of maintenance requirements of sidewalks or other
improvements that may be implemented in the area;
RFTA – Jason White
Improvements anticipated:
• Plans solidified for spending recently approved tax dollars for Bus Rapid
Transit improvements
• Additional bus stations; creation of hubs; and improvements to existing bus stops
(including safety of getting to and from); estimated timeline for station
improvements = 2011
• Expansion of bus barn to include more bus storage
• Coordinated/shared space with Pitkin County for maintenance and storage of
vehicles and large equipment?
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Notes from January 15, 2009 North 40,
AABC/Airport/Buttermilk Community
Meeting
Presentations regarding current needs and plans for the immediate future were made by
representatives from the City of Aspen regarding Housing, the Aspen Consolidated
Sanitation District, and Kids First. The intent was to put planning for the AABC in the
broader context of needs and plans for the immediately surrounding area; and to start to
define how the area and issues are (or should be) interconnected.
Q: = Question

C: = Comment

City of Aspen (Housing) - Chris Everson
(Chris unable to attend, Ellen Sassano presented handout regarding anticipated housing)
Possible improvements anticipated:
Burlingame Ranch Phases 2 & 3
• 145 to 202 additional affordable housing units to be built 2010-2011
• No highway 82 or other infrastructure improvements expected to be necessary
(already incorporated)
• Trail from Burlingame, running behind Deer Hill, to ABC had at one point been on the table,
but has since lost momentum. Could potentially be re-opened for discussion.
• Increased RFTA service is already planned via Burlingame Bus
BMC West
• Currently there are no plans, but tentatively considered for a goal of 150 affordable housing
units to be built between perhaps 2013-2015
• Site will include BMC land (ABC lots 1 & 2, block 1) plus a triangular piece of Burlingame
Ranch adjacent to the BMC property (directly to the South, aka ”Up Valley”)
• Improvements necessary will likely be access improvement from hwy 82, potentially tying in
with East Airport Rd access to hwy 82 (potentially via some kind of underpass), if upon further
study such improvements are to be deemed necessary/beneficial and if it would be
possible/feasible (traffic study necessary)
• Significant additional infrastructure improvements (sewer/water/electric/telephone
upgrades) will likely be necessary as well
• Additional RFTA Burlingame Bus service will likely be necessary and would need to be
fully studied as well
Old Animal Shelter
• Plans are completed for 5 small City employee housing units
• Construction is on hold per City Council indefinitely until funding (economy) can be sorted out
• Timeline unknown
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• No Improvements planned
Comments:
Q:
Is there a real need for all the additional housing?
Has a needs analysis been completed?
Has a true demand/need been determined?
Have the impacts to the free market units also been considered?
C:
Community Meeting Group would like to have input into discussion of a trail from
Burlingame to AABC; definite interest in having that connection.
C:
Currently the 55 Db area of the airport includes BMC as well; the noise impacts will be
reduced as larger aircraft are phased out; however consideration should be given to the
potential
noise impacts of the proposed runway extension.
C:
Conversion of BMC West from a commercial use to a residential use will diminish
the commercial aspect of the mixed use character in the area, contrary to group’s
recommendations/preferences;
C:
Regarding the potential use of the E. Airport Rd access to Hwy 82 – additional traffic
in general would impact (sought after?) pedestrian character and create additional traffic in
an already heavily impacted area. Transferring the impact of traffic onto the main, already
heavily used entrance/intersection is not a good solution.
Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District - Tom Bracewell
Possible improvements anticipated:
o
o
o
o
o

Plant expansions completed (mostly)
Expansion allows for accommodation of additions to system
Impacts of ACSD in AABC will occur after other projects in area implemented
Lines into ACSD system are where impacts from development takes place
Plans for storm drainage – based on when funding is available and what development
takes place
o The existing Plant is “Green”
Comments:
Q:

How were the expansion needs determined?
o Based on what density is allowed – especially dependant on planning & zoning
o Main cost is not pipe, but moving dirt

Q:

Are there flooding issues associated with the plant?
o Limited, but has happened
o Near Maroon Creek confluence, 2 trees dammed the river and took out sewer main
o No flooding problems at the plant

Q:

Do you foresee development outgrowing the plant?
o Not in the near future
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o Perhaps further down the road, depending on the amount of development
o While they may need to expand again, technology (which is always improving) may come
along which would allow for downsizing to take place
Kids First - Sherry Ritter
Possible improvements/needs anticipated:
o
o
o
o

Kids First focus is on infant/day care
Take the approach of meeting the cultural/facilities needs of the life-long Aspenite
Please consider SPACE for childcare in all new development
Yellow Brick School Building
o 14 rooms
o Infants
o Toddlers
o Preschoolers
o Only facility within the City
o There are only a few facilities County-wide
o Basalt
o Few home based facilities in Redstone
o 2006 Study of the availability of childcare in the County
o In 2006 at 95% capacity
o Since then programs have been lost
o More Information online at Human Services
o Current Child Care Picture
o 379 spaces available, most filled especially infant and daycare
o 300 babies born at Aspen Valley Hospital in 2008, only have 21 spaces for infant
care valley wide
o Demographics
o Aspen is an aging community
o Those who spend their whole lives in Aspen is declining
o Younger families live down valley & work in Aspen (this number is growing)
o Currently, 37% of children in Aspen facilities are “commuting children”
o That demographic will continue to increase to the point that a majority of children
needing care will live down valley
Comments:
Q:

C:

With the large number of commuter kids, is there a trend/preference to have those
children closer to the home or closer to the workplace?
o In general it is a 50/50 split with the infants/younger closer to work with preschoolers
and older closer to home.
o Trend here is don’t want kids commuting/on Hwy 82
o One thing that is consistent is the difficulty to find quality childcare ‘close by’
With the decline in the economy the wait lists in the areas have declined
o Doesn’t mean the need has diminished, but perhaps the ability to afford it has?
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o
o
o
o

No current improvements or plans in the work – Just NEEDS
In 2009 have funding available to revisit the established vision & make plans
No timeline
With the need for childcare and the large numbers of commuter kids demonstrate a need
for daycare outside the Roundabout
o Facilities within the City itself lead to increased traffic (4 trips/day)
o Those with commuting kids less likely to use public transportation – logistics, carrying all
gear needed

Update on Aspen Community Vision Plan:
o All are invited to attend the Clicker Meetings to obtain the answers to dozens of questions
in order to help craft a Community Vision for the Aspen Area.
o Small Group Meetings for the Aspen Community Vision Plan have been completed & a
synthesis of results may be found on web page at www.Aspencommunityvision.com
o Results of a mailed Random Survey for the Community vision Plan (sent to registered voters,
home owners, and renters;)
o When asked what they’d like to see/envision for the AABC, Commercial/Industrial or
Residential
ƒ 50% said mixed use
o When asked if they would prefer to be a satellite of Aspen or a “town” on own
ƒ 60% satellite
ƒ 40% separate “town”
Scenario Planning Constants: In preparation for upcoming future planning scenario work with
Community Plan participants, Ellen identified the following “Constants,” as values or conditions
that will be a component of all planning scenarios for the North 40, AABC, Airport, Buttermilk
area. Some of these are based on clear direction that we’ve heard consistently from participants
in Community meetings to date.
1. Entrance to Aspen
The AABC/Airport/Buttermilk area is the Entrance to
Aspen literally and figuratively.
→ You have to travel through here to get there, and
→ It’s your first visual/aesthetic impression of the urban area.
Right now it’s heavily focused on and impacted by cars that are bringing people into
and out of Aspen on Hwy 82.
The location and function of regional and local transit facilities such as park and ride
lots where people change from one mode of travel to another (cars to bikes, gondola or
buses or trains,) are critical components of decisions regarding land use here.
Comments:
Q:
What happened to the 100 foot setback that had been in
place? C:
It’s important to respect the setback for visual impacts
Q:
Should we include 100 foot setback as a constant?
2. AABC as Small Business/Entrepreneurial Incubator
Part of the vitality at the
Business Center is there as a result of reasonable rents for businesses. That
shouldn’t change.
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Comments:
C:
That focus should remain the core
3. Needed Transportation Upgrades in AABC
The following
transportation upgrades should be addressed at the AABC:
→ Access in & out of the Business Center should be improved to address safety and
“stacking” issues;
→ Road circulation should be modified as needed to best address traffic patterns
and volume;
→ Parking should be improved;
→ Pedestrian access within and to areas immediately adjacent to the Business
Center should be established/improved;
→ Pedestrian access to mass transit should be improved with an emphasis placed on
getting safely across Hwy 82;
→ Trail access and connections to down valley, the Rio Grande Trail and Burlingame
should be improved.
4. AABC Uses
→ It’s not likely that there will be a decrease in the number of residential units.
→ Changes to zoning should be considered to accommodate a more full service
grocery store.
5. General:
→ AABC Covenants exist and where they are more restrictive than zoning, control
development aspects like building coverage, height, design elements and uses.
→ Improvements to energy conservation and efficiency are a consistent goal.
Comments:
Q
What is the possibility/process for amending the current covenants that are
in place to shift the vision from what is to what envision AABC as being?
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NOTES FROM THE JANUARY 20, 2009
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
MEETING
RE: Aspen Community Vision Plan & AABC,
North 40, Buttermilk, Airport Sub Area
Plan
Present:
Commissioners
Staff

Augello, Howard, Mallory, Rudnick
Houben, Sassano

1. Aspen should build centrally located parking in the City to alleviate general
frustration and pollution related to drivers circling town several times to find a spot.
2. Four lane Highway 82 into Town (one lane for single occupancy and one lane for bus?)
HOV lane is ineffective, as there is no enforcement.
3. Develop alleys in Aspen to accommodate low cost (less expensive) service retail space.
Location on alley as opposed to street or mall front should result in lower rent;
4. Create more pedestrian malls in downtown Aspen. Make the commercial core less
accessible to cars.
5. Relocate most or all County offices to West of Maroon Creek Bridge area (Location to be
determined, but possibly consider County-owned land? Stapleton lot at Buttermilk?
BMC West in trade with City for in-town site vacated by County?) Open up space in
town currently occupied by County for other uses and reduce the volume of cars coming
into Town for County business, and eliminate some of the air quality issues associated
with cars sitting in traffic on Highway
82.
6. Ration building permits on a first come, first served basis. Establish an annual quota
based on building permit valuation (realistically, quota would have to be based on an
annual square footage allocation, because building permit valuation is often
understated). Benefits:
• Developer has more certainty about when permits will be issued
• May stabilize the construction market (less boom and bust,) and
• Reduce the cost of construction because there won’t be as much demand, and
• Will reduce traffic volume associated with construction
7. The Aspen Urban Growth Boundary should be the limit for dense development.
8. Transportation into and out of Aspen is a critical issue to address. 32,000 cars
coming and going have many significant impacts; Consider intercepting cars before
they get to Aspen, at the Airport or another feasible location; This approach will
only work if there is a sexy mass transit alternative into town
9. County offices, jail, courthouse, etc. should not be in the City. Locating in the West
of Maroon area will take a lot of cars off the Highway; and better serve County
customers who don’t want or have a need to go into Aspen.
10. The County gets dwarfed by Aspen; Let’s build a County community with a focus on
County; Build a whole new center and identity for the County;
11. At least a portion of the County facilities should move to the West of Maroon area;
some services like the Clerk and recorder may be better left in Town
10time. As the Business center becomes more of
12. Continue the evolution of the AABC over
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a destination in and of itself, traffic and related pollution issues will be resolved, and the
public will benefit as they will save time currently spent getting in and out of Aspen
13. While mass transit should be sexy (trains are sexy,) more important is that it be
convenient, fast, clean and frequent.
14. Providing more parking in Aspen may be a mistake, as readily available parking will
encourage, rather than discourage people to drive into Town.
15. Traffic jams make service workers ticked-off and nasty by the time they get to their
jobs.
16. Revisit the concept of a train from Buttermilk to Town (though a shuttle bus is more
flexible in terms of looping capability.) Provide public parking and consider locating
County offices on the Stapleton property. It’s important to understand how much
critical mass is required to improve transit headways .
17. Build housing and increase density in general in the AABC area;
18. Require every public building built to have ancillary affordable housing built, too.
19. Develop AABC as a vibrant, separate, distinct community with a new sense of place,
complete with pre-school, day care, movie theatre, restaurants, etc.
20. Recognize that the cost of restoration at the AABC, including the upgrade to
buildings, roads, parking, etc. will be significant. Who will pay for it?
21. Envision Buttermilk as more of resort-type development, and AABC as a more dense
“community.”
22. Efficient transit links and safe access across the Highway are critical to this area.
23. We should use visual modeling software to provide a visual perspective of potential
growth scenarios in the area between the downtown core and the extent of the UGB.
Look at five, ten and twenty year scenarios with various models of paced growth and
infill in the UGB and Town;
24. In addressing current issues and where we go from here, we should embrace the Aspen
idea versus a panic approach. Be bold with transportation solutions; pace growth;
consider carrying capacity; The current growth management system isn’t working.
Recognize scale and sizing; Decide whether we have a right to rape and pillage the land,
or whether we’re stewards of the land.
25. Foster public/private partnerships to fund future redevelopment scenarios.
26. A new, vibrant community west of maroon creek bridge would be beneficial to the
Aspen core in the following ways:
• Aspen would be less congested (fewer cars and traffic;)
• Sufficating growth in Aspen would be alleviated, and the AABC would
function as a relief valve; allowing for new energy in Aspen; possibly more
locally serving commercial businesses in Town;
• At the same time, AABC grows but doesn’t lose it’s vitality; It is a lively
socialized area; it’s own community.
27. It’s important to have clusters of density and preservation of open space (like the golf
course and airport) to avoid a sprawl-like development pattern in this area.
28. This is realistically a 30-50 year vision.
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Notes from February 5, 2009 North 40,
AABC/Airport/Buttermilk Community
Meeting

Schedule
Ellen reviewed schedule for completing Plan:
Three more community meetings are presently scheduled for March 19th, April 23rd and May
7th. The purpose of the meetings will be to work out future planning scenarios for the AABC,
Airport, the Base of Buttermilk and other key areas. Cindy and Ellen will take results of
meetings, draft text and a future land use map; and
bring these back to the group for review – then go to public hearings with the P&Z for
adoption in June.
Results of Keypad Voting on Vision for the Aspen Area Community
Ellen
th
st
reviewed the results of keypad voting sessions held on January 27 and 31 as part of the
Vision for the Aspen Area Community planning process. Results were reviewed for questions
specifically asked regarding the AABC area. Results were put in the context that 60+% of the
respondents live in Aspen proper; the majority were in the 45-54 age range; 80-90% work in
Aspen; 73% own their own homes and the majority have lived here for 21 years or more:
The majority favored a future balance of residential & commercial/office/light industrial uses in
the
Business Center, as opposed to more heavily weighting either residential or commercial uses;
There was support for more growth in the area between the roundabout and the airport, if there
are substantial improvements to today’s transportation system;
When asked whether it was appropriate to locate either lodging units or government services in
the in the same area, there was essentially a split vote, and no clear direction given.
When asked where growth should occur (assuming there will be growth), respondents
equally supported the downtown core and the Buttermilk/AABC area.
The majority were willing to accept one additional story of building height at the AABC.
A member of the audience cautioned that results could be interpreted in many different
ways and that there shouldn’t be too much reliance on these responses.
Dot Exercise – Future Planning Scenario Alternatives
Participants in the
meeting used colored dots to show more or less support for components of each of three
posted alternative future planning scenarios for the AABC and the Airport respectively.
There was time for a quick look at the results of the exercise, and discussion – A
summary of results to be brought to the next meeting
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Notes from February 26, 2009 North
40/AABC/Airport/Buttermilk Community
Meeting
Agenda/Schedule: Ellen reviewed the agenda for the day and the schedule for completing the plan.
Four meetings are anticipated to cover the future scenarios coving the Airport, Buttermilk, etc.
Following this step, Ellen & Cindy will draft Plan text and a future land use map to bring back for review.
The goal is to go before the P & Z in June to adopt the plan. More time may be needed, but we are not
anticipating too much more. We still need continued participation, up to & including the P & Z
meeting(s).
Summary/Results of “Dots” Exercise:
At the last meeting, the dot exercise used to gauge support for alternative planning scenarios for the
airport and AABC was not a statistically accurate method of obtaining results, but rather a way to get
people involved with feedback. Recognizing that some elements of the alternatives shown may require
funding that’s not currently allocated, we may ultimately want to provide two recommendations for
land use in the area: one that requires new funding sources, and one that does not.
Dot Exercise Results for Uses At AABC
General direction shows support for AABC to remain mixed use, with a similar balance to what exists
today with some additional housing needed to add enough of a consumer base to support “full service”
businesses (grocery stores etc) but that the housing mix should continue to be balanced with
commercial/light industrial uses, as it is today.
Zoning: Keep the same uses, but maybe allow for some increase in height to accommodate more
housing and possibly to allow for structure parking; also perhaps increase the FAR (to allow a grocery
store). Allow for affordable housing zoning.
Redevelopment: Under vision C, it looked like there was some approval for a little bit of redevelopment
in the form of façade facelifts, but mostly direction is to keep the same FAR (with the exception of
changes required to allow for grocery). As to density, it looked like it was ok for some increases to
housing to support neighborhood services.
Parking/Transportation: More on site, some offsite. Need upgrades for safe pedestrian access & to
accommodate commercial/light industrial business access.
Under current zoning if completely redeveloped – AABC could accommodate 173 more residential units
& 146,518 Square feet more comm’l use
Still some question as to where an additional story/level would that be acceptable in the ABC, given
topography, visibility from highway and covenents;
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Progress on AACP Update:
Staff will be taking public feedback and draft text to the P &Z‘s in the next month, and working on
refining the vision. The AABC is one chapter of 10 covered in the AACP. The AACP draft text is online at
www.aspencommunityvision.com
John Galambos Presentation:
Lives in North 40, owns architectural firm in AABC. He wanted to share his idea of the AABC in a visual
way.
1) Transportation and Parking: Feels it’s important to focus on this first. Currently the signalized
intersection gives one point in/out of the AABC. End up with backed up traffic to get into or out of
AABC.
At minimum, a bleeder is needed for RFTA ‐ need 200’ to connect to go down valley.
We should be looking for alternative ways to better connect the frontage road to the Hwy. (consider
intersections, buses, pit co public works and their collective use of the service rd)
2) Uses: Should Center around a live/work connection. AABC currently has concentrated areas of
residential and then also mixed areas including, free market residential, affordable housing , business
and institutions including CMC, Fire station, airport.
Ideas for transportation:
Create an efficient shuttle loop for public transportation to and from the business center and Town with
good headways (every 20 minutes?); Shuttle should be a local to include the AABC and Burlingame
Don’t want to cross highway to get the bus. It’s dangerous and a disincentive to use of the bus
Parking – need more
Ideas on Uses:
Zoning and future land use map should distinguish between 2 types of businesses, really “car centric” or
“dirty” and others
Car centric includes: Gas station, limo business, PitCo Automotive/auto repair/Vehicle (Cracks and
Racks), and Planted Earth as examples
Should adjust zoning to focus on car centric business at each end of AABC and put more
general/office/restaurants type businesses in the middle.
Also get pedestrian and car friendly throughout but move heavy use to either end to reduce impacts on
the middle.
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Relocated and adequate pedestrian access is needed
Parking – put parking on nodes to encourage the use of public transportation/trails etc
Emphasize that there should be no more density in this area without additional, improved public
transportation, and improved pedestrian access to transportation;
Improve bike trail connections to and from the ABC
Connect the animal shelter to Rio Grande trail with a trail to accommodate dog walkers
Pitkin County owned land on the down valley side of the ABC is not a good location for housing, as it is
too isolated from the housing and services at the center of the ABC
Zoning
Shouldn’t even build out to the floor area allowed under current zoning until access and traffic
congestion issues are addressed first
Less parking should be allowed on the streets – consider sidewalks with parking on one side
General:
Rents for businesses in AABC are less than downtown Aspen ‐ with no speculating that’s a good
thing
John McBride Comments Re ABC:
New grocery store 5,000 to 11,000 square feet – coming this summer
We should prioritize housing for business center workers
Commercial heart of the Business Center will stay the same
Need to study and address traffic flow
Trail/bikeway connection to Burlingame is very important, though design will be tough because of steep
slopes
Automotive business will be moving to back to AABC
County should consider walk ways with angled parking on streets
There are currently 180 businesses and 170 residences in the ABC
They all need parking! Roads don’t work well now
Business Center should be a self‐sufficient – balanced area; Focus more on housing those who already
work here
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AABC focus should be work/live in the same area (Rents are less here than in Aspen)
Dreams are important, but now especially is a hard time to implement given state of the economy
AABC was originally set up as a commercial/light industrial area, and should keep commercial focus
AABC is like small community – should keep as small community with balanced pods
Rest of valley is out of balance
A signalized light is better as an access point for the ABC than a roundabout
Interesting to consider multi level parking on RFTA/Public Works sites
RFTA service is at maximum already;
Traffic study for whole area is necessary prior to any increased use in ABC area,
Who pays for AABC shuttle concept/circulator bus?

NEXT STEPS
Will focus on proposed land use at the Airport and Buttermilk base area
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AABC Area Community Meeting Notes
Thursday, April 30, 2009
Ellen:
Performed introductions and asked for a better name or a really good acronym for this area
“The Edge” was offered
Discussed schedule
May 27 – access and transport, intersections and internal bus center
Rough dates
June 25 and July 16 – land use and alternative transportation
August 25 – City and County Planning commission will review plan from above dates
February 2010 ‐ New plan adoption
Discussed what has been accomplished to date:
Aspen Bus Center
9 Uses within the Bus center are generally a good mix and the AABC should continue to provide
services to Aspen
9 Residents who live in ABC would like to see some limited changes to uses to better accommodate
their day to day needs, like a larger, more full service grocery store, and restaurants that are open
for dinner and on weekends
9 Some additional height to the existing “Pueblo Style” buildings in the AABC may be acceptable to
accommodate vertical growth
9 Parking in the AABC is inadequate and needs to be improved – alternatives are being prepared
9 Pedestrian and trail access within the ABC, down to the river and over to Burlingame is desireable
9 A reliable RFTA shuttle with good headways from Aspen to Burlingame, ABC, North 40 and BMC
West properties would get some people out of their cars – Safe pedestrian access to and from the
bus must also be made available
9 There is little support for significant growth in the Business Center
9 There is some new commercial development adjacent to the North 40 soccer fields
9 BMC has been purchased by the City for affordable housing, though specific numbers (for units)
have not been determined yet
Jim Elwood, Airport Director
Runway extension was discussed
9 Not longer than 1000’ and for takeoff purposes only (greater efficiency)
9 No other criteria will be changed – no larger planes – no approach change
Airport is in the process of updating their master plan
9 Looking at remodeling terminal building (ADA)
9 Planning process for the airport is largely accomplished at the community level
***Elwood was questioned about extra noise from the runway extension and responded that modeling
suggested less smelly engines and an auxiliary reduction in noise
Tim Malloy, Airport Planner
Transportation as it relates to the Airport
9 Presented map of access points, preferences and pros and cons
9 Discussed under pass – over pass too
9 Discussed synergy of uses between the airport and the ABC
9 Discussed safety
Terminal
Airport Uses and potential
9 Main terminal – 35000 sq ft +
9 Parking – currently 945 spaces (long term, short term and rental)
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• Demand = additional 320 spaces
• Need to have additional parking and queuing space
9 Commercial Aircraft area could be increased
9 Small scale lodging on property – no longer on table
9 Small scale commercial is contemplated
9 Potential for RFTA overnight parking/storage, though this may no longer be a need
9 AABC overflow parking may be accommodated with help for funding
9 Transit station is feasible
9 Future Rail system?
9 Multi story parking at airport could accommodate everything from airport parking needs to airport
and transit parking needs to airport, transit and AABC parking needs, depending on funding
partnerships available
• Parking – looking at 1400 spaces
9 Affordable Housing
• Housing for airport employees
• Housing mitigation required by County
***Malloy was questioned about a study plan for the new terminal – he responded that the new
terminal was mentioned in the current Master Plan and once the Highway 82 access points were
decided on as a result of the Highway Access Control Plan update, this would be looked at more intently
***Malloy was questioned about above grade parking – he responded that the entire project would be
‘on‐site’, all fill material removed would be used in another area on‐site and the back fill would be used
for berms. The airport would increase parking by 286 spaces for short term and long term parking and
the time frame looks to be about 2014.
David Corbin, SkiCo
At the base of Buttermilk, Skico Planning is aimed primarily at refining their operating program, with a
focus on being a “family” area, but is also considering development of affordable lodging and transit
infrastructure, depending on the ultimate disposition of the Stapleton lot, which is currently owned by
CDOT and the County. Skico currently has an easement across a portion of the Inn at Aspen property,
that allows for some shared parking and use of land for ski related purposes at the base of the mountain
Buttermilk Goals
Guest improvements
9 Powder Pandas – expand children’s center
9 Rental/retail – expand
9 Ski School – improve
9 Day lodge – improve (seating, lockers, bathroom) event venue?
9 Base area – improve
9 X‐games – accommodate
9 Skiing circulation ‐ improve
9 Multi season – enhance for summer
Operation improvements
9 Employee lockers
9 Ski operations
9 Bumps – back of house improvements
9 Relocation of vehicle maintenance facility to mid‐mountain and ABC
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Transit (dependent on RFTA and County)
9 Provide connections, frequency, priority and efficiency
Parking at Stapleton (dependent on RFTA and County)
9 Improve, expand and secure for long term
9 Consider improvements to areas shared with Inn at Aspen
Residential
9 Free market residential
9 Lodging
9 Employee housing
Chris Kiley, SkiCo Project Manager
Base of Buttermilk Plan and goals and objectives
Increase square footage
9 Skier Services – improve and increase area
9 Children’s services 3,800 sq ft now should increase to 11,000 sq ft
9 Ticketing & ski school – increase area
9 Retail – increase area
9 Food and beverage – increase area
*** total of above = 43,000 sq ft to 56,000 sq ft = 13,000 sq ft of growth
Provide Mitigation Housing
Improve transit and parking
Introduced site plan ‐ Indentified zones of development
9 Bumps ‐ Remodel/replace
9 Rental/retail children’s – regroup and expand
9 Vehicle maintenance – potential for residential
9 Inn at Aspen – residential
9 Without the Stapleton lot, space for parking is limited on a 1 acre parcel
***Kiley was questioned and comments were made:
9 Hwy 82/Stapleton walkways to the bus stop need to be improved – good discussion for the
next meeting
9 Skico employees park at ‘The Inn at Aspen’. Kiley explained the Stapleton lot parking was
intended to be transit parking and is used by the public as parking and for transfers to
Highlands. GR commented that the lots were slated to go into County hands.
9 Runway extension – Is there a limitation from the FAA as to what can develop next to the
airport and it was explained that there were some height limitations.
Ellen asked that the meeting be concluded and said the next meeting would me May 21st
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MEETING MINUTES –May 21, 2009

Meeting

Meeting With: AABC Residents and General Public re: Alternatives for Improvements to
Circulation, Parking and Pedestrian Access Within the AABC

Consultants:

JR Engineering Representative: Trent Marshall

Date:

May 21, 2009

Subject:

Subject: Final Public Meeting to Show Alternatives Evaluated and Select the Public
Improvements to be Implemented within the AABC

This meeting was one in a series of public meetings that have been held to seek public input
regarding the proposed public improvements to be done within the AABC. Previous meetings that have
been held have received public input on the vision of the future of the AABC. The meetings have been
publicly announced as well as personal invitations sent to all residences of the Aspen Airport Business Center.
The intent of this meeting was to show the public the alternatives that have been evaluated for the AABC
improvements and select the best alternatives to be implemented. The different alternatives that were
presented all had the goal of improving roadway circulation, increase parking, improve pedestrian movement,
and improve stormwater management within the AABC.
G.R. Fielding with Pitkin County discussed the recommended improvements that have been developed
through studies that have been conducted on the AABC. Mr. Fielding presented exhibits of the different
roadway configurations that have been proposed as viable solutions to improve the identified issues within
the AABC. The various options that were discussion included; one-way versus two-way traffic flow and
diagonal versus parallel parking. Public input was sought from the different recommendations and
ultimately a preferred section was chosen.
The public opted for a one-way traffic configuration for the AABC 300 roadway with diagonal parking on one
side and parallel on the other. All other roadways will have two-way travel movement. The AABC 100
road section will be widened to add parallel parking on the west side of the roadway. The AABC 200 road
section will have the addition of curb and gutter to control stormwater runoff. Parallel parking will be
added where available along the 200. The AABC 400 roadway will continue to accommodate perpendicular
parking in the residential areas as it has historically. JR Engineering will be analyzing one way and twoway options for the residential potion of 400. The goal will be to keep truck and delivery traffic to a
minimum in this area. The portion of the AABC 400 outside of the residential will be a standard two-way
road section. The AABC 500 (Baltic) roadway will be evaluated for improvements to provide improved traffic
movement. The 500 roadway evaluation will include looking at better defining entrances and exits along the
road. The exhibits presented at the meeting can be reviewed on the JR Engineering website.
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Drainage issues were discussed and the use of bioswales was very well received. Since this was the last of a
series of public meetings the recommendations have been turned over to JR Engineering, the contracted
consultant engineer for preliminary design. The next meeting to be held on the AABC project will be internally
between the County and the City of Aspen Planning and Zoning.
These meeting minutes do not represent all discussion items but provides a general outline of the engineering
items discussed. Items discussed and listed in these meeting minutes do not represent a priority order.
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SH 82 ACP Public Meeting Notes
June 30, 2009
TO:

G.R. Fielding, P.E.

FROM:

Anna Smith, P.E.

CC:

Jim Hanson, P.E., PTOE DATE:
June 30, 2009

SUBJECT:

SH 82 ACP Public Meeting Comments

A public meeting was held with stakeholders for the SH 82 Access Control Plan (ACP) Update on June 25,
2009. At the meeting, a general project update was provided to the group, and two options for
recommended alternatives were presented. This memo summarizes the meeting, as well as the input
that was heard from the stakeholders regarding the project and the two proposed alternatives.
A summary was given to the attendees regarding why and how the Access Control Plan Process
is used, the project history, a discussion on the updated study area, and the recommended options were
presented. The two options were developed based on input from five original other alternatives that had
been presented to the County and stakeholders. Some concerns were raised regarding the potential
issues with the Airport accesses, RFTA bus stops, and pedestrians in the area. The following
comments/discussions were had regarding the ACP, and have been summarized by the category of
discussion:
Access issues:
• Airport representatives are concerned with the level of access proposed by the ACP
because they do not want one shared entrance for entering and exiting vehicles.
• Airport representatives dislike Alternative B which leaves the signal as-is because of the limited
circulation options within the airport drop-off and short-term parking.
• Several people questioned whether SH 82’s classification could be reduced from an
expressway due to the lower speeds and higher congestion near the study area.
Pedestrian safety:
• Pedestrian crosswalks and safety need to be taken into account no matter the alternative
chosen.
• Could the IGA include wording to link the pedestrian issues with specific triggers for when to
change accesses?
• The nearby Colorado Mountain College Campus in AABC needs to be taken into consideration
because there is heavy pedestrian traffic to/from the College to the RFTA stops.
• A pedestrian overpass or underpass is being considered near Baltic Avenue, the ACP
should coordinate with its recommended location.
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SH 82 ACP Public Meeting Comments
June 30, 2009
Page 2 of 2

RFTA issues:
• The County has discussed having a RFTA circulator bus enter the east end of AABC and travel
westbound to the west end. This circulator would then cross to the airport and
have stops within the Airport, and would circulate back to the east and onto SH82.
RFTA has not identified whether these future plans will materialize or where the funding would
come from, but it should be considered when developing the ACP plans.
• RFTA is concerned with the way that the accesses to Service Center Road are being shown on
the Figures, and would like to make sure a note is added that buses will have the ability for
left turns throughout the process.
• RFTA representatives want to ensure that RFTA buses can safely approach the Service
Center Road intersection if the Front Road extension is made.
The group discussed the next steps for the project, which may involve some or all of the
following:
• Coordinate a meeting with the County, CDOT, Airport, RFTA, and AABC representation to discuss
potential alternatives that all would agree on.
• At the next group meeting, a summary of the comments heard at this meeting will be
presented to the group
Please contact Jim Hanson or Anna Smith at 303-221-7275 if you have any questions.
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Notes from AABC, North 40, Airport, Buttermilk
Planning Area Meeting at
North 40 Fire Station
July 16, 2009
Ellen provided a brief introduction:
Meeting agenda includes presentations from
Stan Clausen, representing the Inn at Aspen, and David Corbin, representing the Aspen Ski
Company. As most of our recent meetings have focused more on existing and potential uses
and needs in the vicinity of the AABC and Airport, the purpose of today’s meeting is to focus on
the Base of Buttermilk end of the planning area – with the hope of getting feedback from
residents in the West Buttermilk area and those who are most immediately impacted by
development in this particular area.
Ellen – As we discuss potential development at the Inn at Aspen and Base of Buttermilk,
consider it in terms of appropriate mass/scale (visually) and use, especially in the context that
the area could be considered one of the Gateways to Aspen, as the first indication of resort
environment as one enters the area.
Ellen noted that the “clicker” voting outcomes for this area indicated that growth
in this area was appropriate, but only if significant improvements to transportation were made;
and that there was a 50% split down the middle as to whether this planning area was
appropriate for additional lodging outside of the Aspen commercial core.
Stan: Inn at Aspen
Current interest is to redevelop
Originally built as Holiday Inn in 1969 (124 rooms on approximately 9 acres) Current FAR
95,000 sq ft
Easements exist with Ski Co for Skiing area and Parking
There is also an expired transit easement w/ County on the highway 82 side of the property
Converted to condos after 1984
Really is ‘the’ gateway to Aspen when considered the first visual indication of
RESORT environment
Inn at Aspen is currently underutilized, needs a facelift, better synergy with
Buttermilk – current use is for special events and ‘destination’ short term rentals
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Skico and the Inn at Aspen recently collaborated on a potential future development concept
which included both the base of buttermilk and the Inn property.
It included condos (free
market)/hotel-tourist accommodations/commercial (retail) uses that came to approximately
500,000 sq ft
That particular concept is no longer under consideration. There are currently no concrete
conceptual ideas for the Inn at Aspen property due to a lack of agreement amongst property
owners about redevelopment.
Transportation issues: include Hwy 82 congestion points, parking on the
Stapleton property, and parking for Ski Co and the Inn at Aspen
Planning for RFTA’s Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) improvements include possible stops at Airport,
Brush Creek & Buttermilk
There is a need for this sub area master plan to address zoning amendments
Inn is currently zoned AR-2 (possible 4 single family houses.) It would be more appropriate for
the area to have a higher density than allowed under SF Residential zoning. Would like to see
rezoning to allow for lodging, base area development; as appropriate at the base of
Buttermilk
Uses would include:
Lodging
(not allowed in current zoning)
Commercial (not allowed in current zoning)
Free market Housing (greater number than allowed by current zoning) Affordable
Housing (no lock on total number)
Conference Center
Uses would be ancillary to Base at Buttermilk development
Re-zoning would allow for revitalization/redevelopment in the general area. Q: Does Inn
plan on increase number of units?
A:
Yes, but no numbers at this time; would be looking for replacement for current owners
(currently 350 sq ft/unit, small increase to perhaps 500 sq ft)
Q:
Is the Inn considering short term rentals in addition to ownership? A: It
would continue, yes.
Q:
Is parking included for the redevelopment? A: Yes,
most likely underground parking
Q:

Has the redevelopment been ‘tabled’ due to the current market?
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A:

No, the need to redevelop has been determined, just no rush on when to come in or
final idea of what it will be

Q:
A:

So, the transportation easement with the County has expired?
Yes. It was a 20 year easement (standard) which expired in approx 2003

Q:
A:

What was the easement for, light rail?
It was for a future transportation corridor.

Q:
A:

Is the CDOT (Highway 82) ROW included in the conceptual idea?
It has been included (90’ from building, 20-30’ from edge of pavement)

Q:

So would Inn be looking at a re-zoning or different zoning to accommodate
redevelopment?
Whichever was most appropriate to achieve the needed outcome would be the
direction to go.

A:
Q:
A:

What is the timeframe for the redevelopment?
A few years. Even with an agreed upon conceptual idea to complete a zone change
and land use application, approximately 3 years to begin undertaking.

Q:
A:

Would the redevelopment include employee housing?
Yes, enough to accommodate the generated need on site.

Ellen to group:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Is a zone change appropriate for this area?
Overall consensus.

Q:
A:

Is the size (5 times the existing FAR) appropriate? Hard to
determine size without considering design(??)

How are the special events in the area handled?
Some are handled as temporary commercial permits, others might fall under
special review or master plan (just depends)

Ski Co – David Corbin, VP of Planning & Dev
Recently went through a pre-application meeting with Pitkin County to determine the land use
requirements ; In the process of looking at what they need to submit
& their financial alternatives.
Buttermilk is the smallest part of their business (fewest number of ski days
130,000 = 10% of their 4 mountains); but still important as it is the ‘beginner’
terrain and important for families.
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The area is the most readily seen from Hwy 82. Overall presentation is the worst, visually of
their 4 peaks. Partially due to ownership of the area, partially due to the way the functions of
the base area are set up.
Off Owl Creek, the County owns the Stapleton lots (parking) and Inn at Aspen is set right in
front. Buttermilk has a very small acreage set along the Hwy itself.
General Improvements would be to:
Redevelop powder pandas facility. It’s currently located in a temporary facility under a
temporary commercial use permit; undersized at 3-4,000 sq ft
Improve Rental Retail Area Improve Ski
School Ticketing Incorporate a Day Lodge
component
Improve various aspects of the Base Area
Improve certain aspects relating to the X Games/event venue
Improve Ski Circulation
Improve Multi-season aspect of operations
Overall want to create better circulation (onto site and within site). Most of
their customers reach Buttermilk via public transportation Area for kids is
right in front of Inn at Aspen
Share parking with Inn at Aspen
Need areas for Ski Yard essentials, storage lockers, building functions (tickets, schools) and a
better integration of areas especially for visitors
Transit/Parking
County owns parking off Owl Creek (Stapleton Lots); restricted so day skiers cannot park
there (allows park & ride or shuttles to highlands)
Have to park in BM parking our use public transit (difficult since kids are most likely
customers)
Parking 200 on Ski Co lands and short term parking/drop off areas
Current zoning SKI-REC Uses
to Add:
Residential (not allowed under current zoning) Affordable
Housing (not allowed under current zoning) Lodging (not
allowed under current zoning)
Free market fractional units are currently allowed by zoning
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Want some mixed/multi use development (lodge, ski services, residential, transit)
Don’t have ratios at this point for the mix of residential or lodging units needed to pay for
redevelopment (do know they need the mix to make money)
They are looking primarily to replace functions.
In addition they are looking to pay for or house employees.
Inn at Aspen owns the easement used by Ski Co; ideally there will be coordination and
cooperation especially for infrastructure and transit/vehicles however, there are different
timing concerns (Ski Co’s are more immediate) and different financial considerations, so a
common plan is difficult.
Timing:
Powder Panda’s temporary commercial use approval is up ‘soon’ and they need to deal with a
more permanent solution
Looking at Buttermilk from the top (of the mountain down):
Considering 4 mixed use buildings to replace what they have and add what they need
(currently have 5 buildings)
No final plan, but they have a direction
Primary driver is kids ski school function (anywhere from replacement to full- scale
redevelopment)
May have to do it through piece implementation based on: Master Plan, Community
being ready for growth, improved transit (needs to be in place)
Q:
A:

What is the time constraint?
Need to work with the County to develop a long term solution for Powder Pandas which
is currently operating under aTemp Use Permit that expires in 2010

Q:

What is the existing FAR? A:
45,000-50,000 sq ft

Q:

Any idea of potential size? A:
Maybe 6 to 7 times current

Q:
A:

Would parking be similar or increase?
Increase (maybe underground) but no numbers available
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Q:
Q:
A:

What about the airspace over the Stapleton Lots; maybe for transportation or a
gondola?
Does the County have plans to add their property (the Stapleton lots) in the Master
Plan? Can parking be put underground?
Yes, the County will address future land use on the Stapleton lots as part of the Master
Plan. Use of the lots is limited by condemnation, so the County Attorney’s office will be
consulted to determine what, if any flexibility exists for uses there. Parking could
conceivably be in the form of surface or above ground structure

As part of the Bus Rapid Transit implementation plan – RFTA wants a pedestrian underpass at a
location proximate to Buttermilk to safely cross Hwy 82
Again, safely crossing Hwy 82 is a huge issue – problem is who pays for grade separated
crossing, regardless of where located and if underpass or overpass
If the parking lots are underground at Buttermilk or on Stapleton property, it may be
appropriate to consider a pedestrian underpass as part of efficiencies; Funding is a reality to
grapple with.
Ellen: Show of hands for appropriateness
Q:

Lodging appropriate for Base/Inn area? A:
Yes, tempered with transit improvements

Q:
A:

Change to zoning reasonable
Yes

Q:

Scale (mass/height overall size – currently low visual impact) A:
No census (depends on design???)

Regarding suggested landscaping in County (Stapleton) parking lot…While landscaping makes it
look better, it results in the loss of LOTS of parking spaces (even just pavement improvements
from dirt lot, lost spaces)
Moving Forward:
August – proposed land use map and text for feedback September –
proposed land use map and text for feedback October - Joint P & Z
review for overall AACP
Anticipate Aspen Area Community Plan Update adoption in Jan/Feb 2010
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